
Abstract

Water-assisted flare is one of the ways liquid water enters into the flare streams. Flaring liquid

droplets at the downstream oil and gas facilities and off-shore platforms can affect flare emissions.

Therefore, this project explores the practical aspects of water-assisted flares on emissions and

characterizes the effect of radial injection of deionized liquid water and water with impurities on an

intermediate lab-scale flame emission. Adding impurities to the injected water is because most

feedwater used on downstream flares, and the seawater used for water-assisted flares on off-shore

platforms contains some impurities. A surrogate species of these impurities is NaCl. Based on the

concentration of NaCl found in feedwater and seawater, this work considered NaCl concentrations of

50 ppm, 500 ppm, 3500 ppm, and 35,000 ppm. This parameter helps to quantify the effect of

impurities on flares.

This work also investigated how different configurations of water injection (i.e., coaxially injected

water versus radially injected water or internally injected water versus externally injected water)

affect emissions compared to steam. This study was carried out on a 2-inch burner with a turbulent

non-premixed flame at a constant fuel flow rate (20 standard L/min of propane at 250C and 1 atm)

and water injected radially at an angle. Some specific ranges of atomizers’ angles were selected to

allow all the injected water to be consumed by the flame.

The system emissions were measured, analyzed, and discovered that the external injection of water

directed very close to the base of the flame is seen to suppress soot emissions almost the same

way as the steam, but surprisingly reduce NOx emissions by approximately 80% more than steam at

the same flow rate. Also, both angular and horizontal displacement of the exit tip of the atomizers

plays an important role in emissions suppression. Furthermore, the highest NaCl concentration in

the externally injected water causes an increase in soot emission but decreases NOx emission more

compared to when pure water is injected.
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Research Motivation 

❖The work done by Bello et al. 2021, reveals that deionized liquid water-assisted flare can reduce

emissions more than steam-assisted flare at the same flowrate.

❖Emission study of the external injection of liquid water into the flare is yet to be explored to the best of

the author’s knowledge.

❖The feedwater at the downstream sites and the seawater at the offshore platform used for water-

assisted flare contain some impurities, and a surrogate species of these impurities is NaCl.

❖Exploring the practical aspects of water-assisted flares on emissions.

❖For safety reasons, it would be important to know the extent to which externally injected pure liquid

water and liquid water with impurities would affect emissions compared to the internally injected liquid

water and steam.

*W. O. Bello, M. Zamani, E. Abbasi-Atibeh, W. L. Kostiuk and S. J. Olfert, "Comparison of emissions from steam- and water-assisted lab-scale flames.,"

Fuel, vol. 302, p. 121107, 2021. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.fuel.2021.121107.

Experimental Setup

For the external injection of water:

❖The range of the atomizer’s angle that was studied in this work are 20, 40 and 60 degrees, with the 0-

degree angle indicating that the atomizer is facing up in a z-direction.

❖The horizontal distance of the exit tip of the atomizer from the center of the burner was varied from 95

mm to 135 mm (i.e. 95, 105, 115, 125 and 135 mm away from the center of the burner)
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Internal Injection (burner and atomizer Setup) External Injection (burner 

and atomizer Setup)



Results and Discussion
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Black carbon emission result

❖ External water injection with 95 mm and 60-degree

configuration was seen to suppress black carbon

(BC) almost the same way as steam at the same

flowrate.

❖ The closest exit tip of the atomizer reduces BC

emission by ~1 order of magnitude more than the

farthest one.

❖ 3.5% NaCl concentration increases BC emission

by ~1 order of magnitude more than 0% NaCl

concentration with same flowrate

Atomizer’s Angle Change: The luminosity of the flame at

the base gets reduced as the atomizer’s injection angle

gets closer to the base of the flame. This is evidence in the

BC emission plot.

Atomizer’s Horizontal Dispalcement: The flame

luminosity and fatness at the base changes as the

atomizer moves farther away from the center of the burner

and this effect can seen in the BC emission plot

NaCl Concentration: As the NaCl concentration

increases, the flame colour changes.

Dry Propane 95 mm – 20o 95 mm – 40o 95 mm – 60o

95 mm – 60o 105 mm – 60o 115 mm – 60o 125 mm – 60o 135 mm – 60o

0% NaCl 0.005% NaCl 0.05% NaCl 0.35% NaCl 3.5% NaCl

Flame pictures
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NOx emission result

❖ External water injection with 95 mm and 60-degree 

configuration was seen to reduce NOx emission more 

than steam by approximately 80% at the same 

flowrate.

❖ For the horizontal displacement of the atomizer, the 

percentage difference between the highest and lowest 

NOx emission is approximately 30%.

❖ NaCl in the injected liquid water reduces NOx

emission.
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Implications

❖Externally injected liquid water does not enhance better suppression black carbon compared to the

internally injected liquid water.

❖NaCl in the flare increases black carbon concentration, which decreases the amount of radiative heat

loss and lowers the flame temperature.

❖Liquid water-assist that contains NaCl impurity will possibly scavenge the hydroxyl ion in the flame.



Conclusion

❖Certain configuration of externally injected liquid water-assist flare suppresses soot (which is

predominantly composed of black carbon) approximately the same way as the internally injected

steam-assist at the same flowrate.

❖Internally injected liquid water-assist flare decreases soot more than the externally injected liquid

water-assist flare at the same flowrate.

❖The external injection of water directed very close to the base of the flame reduce NOx emissions by

approximately 80% and 30% more than the internally injected steam and deionized liquid water at the

same flow rate.

❖NaCl addition into the externally injected water with percentage NaCl concentration of 0.35% or higher

will produce a decrease in NOx emission but an increase in black carbon emission.

❖The angular and the horizontal displacement of the exit tip of the atomizers plays an important role in

emissions suppression.

❖A typical boiler feedwater used for steam-assisted flare at the downstream oil and gas facility has NaCl

concentration less than 500 ppm. This work results show no significant difference between liquid water

with 500 ppm NaCl concentration and deionized liquid water for emissions suppression.

❖The use of boiler feedwater will safe the cost of boiler operation and would also reduce emissions

better than steam.
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